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POST
COVID-19

CARE
- Dr. Narinthorn

Surasinthon

“Things You Need To Do After Recovering From Coronavirus”

What happens after recovering from Covid-19? VitalLife offers Post Covid Rehabilitation Program
There is growing evidence that patients infected
with Covid- 19 will likely have prolonged symptoms
MONTHS after the original diagnosis. Some patients
may develop a so-called “post-acute COVID-19
syndrome,” in which they experience persistent
symptoms after recovering from their initial illness.
Older people and people with many serious medical
conditions are the most likely to experience lingering
COVID-19 symptoms, but even young, otherwise
healthy people can feel unwell for weeks to months
after infection.
Common signs and symptoms that linger over time
include;
• Fatigue
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
• Cough
• Joint pain
• Chest pain
• Difficulty concentrating or trouble sleeping
• Muscle pain or headache
• Fast or pounding heartbeat
• Loss of smell or taste
• Depression or anxiety
• Fever
• Dizziness on standing
• Experiencing a greater level of fatigue than you
usually did after intense physical or mental activities

for people with past Covid-19 to help repair and
restore their health.

Post Covid-19 Syndrome: Strong Immune Vs
Weak Immune System
Some people’s immune system may respond to
covid-19 more strongly than others, weaker immune
response to Covid- 19 might lead to symptoms
lasting several months. Strengthens your immune
system with ozone therapy and intravenous vitamin
infusion.

Immune System Fighter
Step 1: Strengthening the immune system and enhancing the efficiency of
your bodily functions.
Step 2: Receiving intravenous vitamin therapy to stimulate antioxidant
activities and reduce inflammation.

Post Covid-19
Syndrome:
Tips for Coping with Chronic
Fatigue After Recovery

1. Identify anything that maybe
causing chronic fatigue such as
disruptive sleep,
anxiety, pain or depression
and consult your Physician if it
disrupts your activity of
daily living.
2. Remain Physically Active: this
helps keep awake during the
day and improves sleep at night
Slowly try a small amount of light
activity with regular rests.

3. Planning – plan around the times of day you have
the most energy Your body needs rest to continue
healing, take short breaks, calm your mind, and try
breathing or relaxation techniques.
4. Energy Booster and IV Antioxidant Booster
• A fast and effective way to supply vitamins and
minerals to your body.
• Reduces inflammation.
• Helps you feel invigorated.
• Increases energy levels in your body

Anti-Aging Medicine. It is our mission to provide you
with the knowledge and the instruments to
prevent nature from being the determining factor on
how long, how active and how enjoyable your life will
be.
Everything we offer is based on scientific substance,
full personalization and a trustworthy partnership.

5. Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy
• Suitable for those experiencing fatigue.
• Helps to stimulate the repair mechanism inside
your body.
• Enhances oxygenation
• Helps to increase energy levels in your body.
• Reduces pain.
• Helps to improve your sleep quality.
VitalLife is a subsidiary of Bumrungrad International
Hospital. We specializes in Regenerative and

Dr. Narinthorn Surasinthon
Senior Marketing Director of VitalLife

EMPOWERING

Women in Thailand

- KANIKA SARDWAL

W

omen or simply just half of any nation’s
population play a key role in the country’s development and
economic growth. It is no secret that in the developed nations the
female population has been largely contributing to their country’s
economy and more inclined towards far greater success and rights
everyday.
Developing nations are not far behind anymore, women here have
also stepped up and started taking their personal and professional
lives in their own hands. Backed by several socio-political
movements and international conventions, women in these
low-developed or developing nations have and still are slowly
moving towards a better life for themselves, their families and the
community at large. This need for gender equality and women empowerment was highlighted over a hundred years ago, followed by
several feminist movements. The issue has been a prevalent one even
in Thailand.

Disempowered Women in Thailand
Thailand has seen an economic boost in the last few years and there
have been substantial changes. But women still remain to be the
weaker or the unempowered section of the society.
The female population in Thailand is no stranger to exploitation,
stereotypes and violence. The orthodox and stereotypical notions of
patriarchy embedded in the Thai culture prevent the women from
moving forward, taking charge or even speaking up against the
wrongs they are subjected to. Thai women are rarely seen speaking
up against domestic violence, or participating in politics, or taking
up positions of power. They are vulnerable to trafficking,
exploitation, harassment and many other gender-based atrocities.

Issues Faced by
the Women
Even though Thailand has
seen an increase in women
participation in the
corporate world, the same
has not extended to
government and public
administration. Less than
one-fourth of teh
positions are acquired by
women in these sectors.
What is even more saddening is all the
worsening conditions of women in the rural
areas. It is as if women equality hasn’t even
knocked at their doors. Women in the
rural parts of the country face a higher level
of discrimination and exploitation. The only
employment available to these women are
unsecured, exploitative roles in the informal
sector.
These issues are no longer personal to the
population of Thailand but are addressed
at an International level, and thus there are
actions being taken to address them and to
empower the Thai women.
But one major cause of concern that puts
these women in a disadvantageous position
is the lack of proper education, employment
and health. The issues are so deep rooted
that instant radical changes would not be
effective or even possible in the current
situation.

Steps Towards a Better
Future

Thailand. These have focused on providing
better access to and quality of education to them,
for providing them security and redressal against
violence, exploitation and trafficking, and
helping them become independent by providing
them economic opportunity and financial
support.
One such program is ‘The Women’s
Empowerment Fund’ led by Amporn Boontan.
This program aims at helping the Thai women to
access basic education, employment and health
services. Working from the city of Chiang Mai,
the program is set out to empower these
women beginning from the base and striking at
the root cause of their problems. It is believed
by the leader that the programs association with
several other such associations and groups can
help her to further the cause of empowering the
women in Thailand, protect their rights and to
garner support for more effective legal
protection and laws against violence and
exploitation.
Not just this, Boontan even advocates for and
educates the youth about sexual health, violence
against the young and helps them work on their
leadership skills. The program strikes at the root
cause and aims to work upwards by addressing
every issue faced by women.

TOver the ears, there have been several
movements and programs that have been
Recently, over a hundred corporate executives
initiated to empower the women living in

signed a pledge initiated by the United
Nations, agreeing to implement the UN’s
principles on women empowerment and to
inculcate the same in the nation’s business and
economy. These are not only limited to
providing better facilities and opportunities to
women, but also aim at more progressive
actions like workplace safety, equal wages/pay,
inclusivity in terms of opportunities and
gender equality in every sphere of corporate
and economic affairs.
The pledge known as the ‘Women
Empowerment Principles’ focuses on
pushing the corporates to take responsibility
and accountability for women empowerment
and gender equality in Thailand. This pledge is
a part of a bigger movement by the U.N.
Women, ‘Promoting Economic Empowerment
of Women at Work in Asia (WeEmpower Asia)
Initiative’.

Women Empowerment- The Way
Ahead!
There are several actions being taken under the
international law and conventions to empower
the female population of Thailand.
The women in Thailand also need to be made
more aware of their rights and the
opportunities available to them by providing
them with better educational opportunities,
advocating for more synchronised acts of both
the private and public sector in the movement
and by supporting them at every step.
While the international movements are in
action and even the Thai citizens are accepting
them, the locals need to be a little more
proactive and work towards a more inclusive
and gender neutral ecosystem.
To change the poor situation and combat the

said issues, the U.N. has been continuously
working and initiating projects, so have been
the women’s rights activists in the country. The
progress is slow, but it seems to be effective.
Thailand is seeing an increased female
participation in several sectors and the graph
only seems to be going up. Several programs
are the way ahead and the Thai women are set
out for a brighter future.

Be Ambitious Be Regents
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INVENT THE FUTURE
Contact our Admissions team for a personalised
Virtual Discovery Meeting today.
admissions@regents-pattaya.co.th
www.regents-pattaya.co.th

How We Managed

Covid Phase

3

- By Dr. Donna Robinson

Making this outbreak the most severe Thailand ever face,
with new cases of over a thousand people each day from
early April caused by the clusters in Bangkok and other
provinces. People’s mobility is being restricted like the
previous lockdown. Hence there is an increase in demand
for COVID tests and treatment and we have given our
absolute best to meet those in need as well in discrete
locations.
our clinic is still operating as usual from 8 AM – 6 PM with
utmost safety measures to provide the best service for our
patients. During this testing time, our team has joined hands
to come up with an easy way for patients to book their
appointment for Covid test if they’re traveling. Through
online booking from our website or direct phone call
appointments and phone consultation regarding their
general health as well.
We give useful advice and words of encouragement for
patients who want to get themselves tested if they’re worried
about their health. For people don’t dare leave their homes
for fear of the outbreak, We also provide home services such
as the RT-Pcr test and Antigen test to avoid any risk.

What does travel anxiety look like in 2021
Reports of the new, ‘more contagious’ [strain] of COVID
have made people apprehensive to even begin planning
anything. The stress of traveling in times of COVID may fall
on their shoulders as well, even for people who previously

Dr. Donna Robinson

COVID is like this invisible monster who is most ferocious when you leave your bubble. Travel involves being
willing to expose yourself to new situations and to be able to tolerate some uncertainty because you don’t know
exactly how it’s going to go. As much as we’d all love to flip a switch and make COVID-19 disappear. Recognize
that people are balancing risks to their physical health as well as risks to their mental and emotional health.
These are not easy decisions to make for anyone. Try to have some compassion as we figure this all out.
Eventually, we’ll be able to venture out into the world again fully and freely, and when we do, that compassion
is something we should carry with us both at home and abroad.

What about the Covid 19 vaccine?

The vaccine rollout soon will provide the proverbial ‘light at the end of the tunnel’ for the global travel
restrictions we experienced in 2020. While these vaccines are showing to be highly effective at protecting
people against serious illness, it is important to continue practicing safety precautions to protect yourself and
others, bringing us all one step closer to getting back to doing more of the things we enjoy with the people we
love. There remains a lot of stress, anxiety, and patients who can’t sleep at night.
We are dealing with countries having ever-changing regulations adding to the stress but there comes a great
benefit in that when people are stressed, they make good decisions.
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Do's
and
Don’ts

when travelling to Thailand

- Kanika Sardwal

Thailand has always been deep rooted in its culture and traditions. Though tourism has extremely taken a hike
here in the last few years and locals are no strangers to frequent tourist inflow, there are still some cultural
etiquettes that are non-negotiable. While you need not follow a strict code of conduct while touring in
Thailand, there are some practices and abstinences you should keep in mind so as to not offend the locals.

Certain social norms and traditions are
imperative to be followed and it’s always
better to know them before you plan your
trip to Thailand. Here is a small list of Thai
cultural etiquettes for you to take note of:

Let’s start with the DON’Ts
Don’t Disrespect Their Belief Related
to the Buddha
Buddhism is a large part of the Thai culture. Around
95% of the country follows Buddhism. There are
numerous different images and statutes of the
Buddha all over the country. As a tourist also,
everyone is expected to respect the Buddha in all of
its forms and images. Do not do the following with
anything related to Buddha:
i. Do not photograph with or pose around the
Buddha.
ii. Do not mock the Buddha.
iii.Do not disrespect the locals or their faith.
iv.Do not physically point towards any image or
statue of the Buddha.

Don’t Disrespect the Thai Royal
Family
Showing respect is very important when in
Thailand. It is extremely important to Thai people
and especially for their monarchy or the Thai Royal
Family. It is an offence if someone insults the Royal
Family. Whatever your political opinion might be or
whichever religion you follow, showing disrespect
towards the Thai Royal Family or the Thai culture is
not acceptable and you can even be put behind bars
for the same.
Both the Buddha and the Royal Family have their
own form of ‘wai’ or the Thai form of greeting and
that should be followed in showing respect towards
them. To ‘wai’ to them, one must press their hands
together, bow their head and touch their thumbs to
the forehead.

Don’t Point Fingers or Touch
Anyone’s Head

Thai people are extremely particular about social
conduct and their personal physical space. When in
Thailand certain physical acts need to be kept in check.
Do not touch or pat anyone’s head, it is considered one
of the most important parts of the body and a
stranger touching it is considered to be disrespectful.
Do not even ruffle a child’s hair. If it happens
accidentally, do apologize. Also, never point fingers
towards anything or anyone. If you need to, gesture
with all four of your fingers and the thumb flat on the
palm. Most importantly, do not put up your feet on the
table, or point with your feet or touch anyone with your
feet.

Don’t Disobey the Dressing Etiquette
in Thai Temples

be loud. Certain other directions as
stated outside the temples must also be strictly
followed.

Don’t Bargain While Buying Food
Bargaining and haggling in the local street markets
of Thailand is a common practice and is necessary to
avoid paying for souvenirs and other things. But do
not ever bargain when buying food. Food items are
never overly charged and tourists should refrain from
haggling for the same.

Don’t Pet the Stray dogs

For all dog lovers it might be difficult to refrain from
petting a cute dog on the streets of Thailand, but the
Thailand has several temples spread all over the
Thai street dogs or “soi dogs” as cute and innocent
country and it is impossible to not visit one when
as they may look should not be touched or petted by
travelling there. There are over 40,000 temples here and tourists. These are street dogs and aren’t pets, so they
a major tourist attraction. But before visiting any Thai should not be treated like that.
temple it is necessary to understand their culture and
traditions. Do not ever enter a temple without
They are used to living on the streets and getting close
following the prescribed dress code and other
to them or touching them might be an invasion of
directions.
their privacy. They might get irritated and aggressive
towards anyone getting too close to them if they feel
Though some temples may deny you entry if you’re threatened. Respect their personal space and
not properly dressed, but if somewhere you’re allowed maintain a safe distance. Also, these street dogs might
to enter, it wouldn’t be proper to do so as this might be carriers of fleas, rabies or other diseases. It is thus
be disrespectful towards the locals and their religious safe to stay at a distance from them.
sentiments. There are always signs outside the temples
stating the dress code, so it won’t be difficult for
anyone to figure it out. Also, always follow some
important directions like- remove your shoes before Don’t Take Taxis without Meters
entering, switch off your phones, do not smoke or snack
in the temple premises, greet monks with ‘wai’, stand up Transportation within Thailand is not an issue, there
when they come and do not photograph them, do not are several options available to the tourists. But the

most common one is taxis. But this mode of
transportation is also subject to scams and
cheating that are very common. Some taxi drivers
tend to take advantage of unaware tourists and rip
them off by charging them heavily for short
distances. To avoid getting scammed so not ever
travel in a taxi without a working meter or do not
take a taxi if the driver refuses to charge as per the
meter. This is against the law of the land. Always
look for a taxi that would charge you by the meter.
Well, the above are the things you must not commit
while in Thailand. But there is a huge list of things
to DO, when you are in this country. Here you go:

Do Visit the Islands

depending on the age and status of the people. But as
a general rule, it is best to just put our hands together
and to just slightly bow. This can also be used to express
thankfulness for someone’s service, kind act or help.

Do Return a ‘wai’
If someone greets you with a ‘wai’, always reciprocate and
respond by returning the ‘wai’. It would be disrespectful
to not return the gesture. But do not ‘wai’ while holding
something in your hands.

Do Remove Your Shoes and Hats in a
Holly Place

Always remove your shoes and hats when entering a
temple or someone’s house or place of work. This is a
Thailand has over a thousand islands and they are general convention or standard of conduct that is
all worth visiting when travelling to this country. followed in Thailand as a gesture of respect.
There are numerous things that a tourist can do on
their trip but most of these places may get crowded
or have a lot of tourists and in such cases the islands Do Learn a Few Basic Thai Terms
are the perfect way to relax and have a peaceful time.
Travelling to a foreign country can be a little
Some islands have yoga resorts and meditation
retreats while some even have animal sanctuaries. intimidating if you do not know the local language or
culture. This might become an issue when interacting
A trip to Thailand would be incomplete without with the locals, ordering food, seeking help and for pretty
visiting the islands. Some of the most popular ones much everything else. Though Thailand is no stranger to
tourists and locals speak and interact in English, it would
are Phuket, Ko Lipe, Ko Samui and many others.
make your trip a little bit smoother if you know some
basic terms in the local language. So, do learn some basic
Do Arrange for Accommodation
words in Thai like, ‘hello’, ‘excuse me’, ‘thank you’, ‘sorry’,
etc.
When travelling to Thailand you will have an
elaborate list of accommodations to choose from
and numerous activities to plan and do. It would Always Use Your Right Hand
be of great help and make your trip smoother if
you plan out trip, and make your accommodation The Thai culture is very particular about physical
bookings beforehand. This will not only help you interactions and they think using right hand is auspicious.
plan your days in Thailand accordingly but also will Hence, it is recommended to use your right hand when
save your time in looking for places to stay as you paying for something or passing something to someone.
explore this beautiful country. While planning, do
proper research on the activities and places of your Do Ask for Permission Before Photointerest. While tourism has massively increased graphing the Locals
here in the last few years, it has also been
commercialised. So, make sure you read reviews Even though the locals here are very friendly and
properly and make your choices accordingly.
interactive with the tourists, but Thai culture is very
particular and possessive about the personal space of
every being. Thus, before you photograph any locals do
Do a Bow Instead of a Handshake
ask for permission politely and if they aren’t comfortable
While greeting, take a slight bow and join your do refrain from insisting.
hands (as in a prayer position). This is called a ‘wai’.
There are different variations of teh ‘wai’ or bow
In a Nutshell!

Being a Boss Lady
in Thailand by Kanika Sardwal

Thailand is one among the only 9 countries in the world with higher or equivalent entrepreneurial
participation by women in comparison to the male counterparts. Though the issue of women empowerment in
Thailand is still a cause of concern, in the corporate world Thailand is deemed to have attained gender parity.
The Thai society supports entrepreneurship and advocates new ventures and self-run businesses by its citizens.
There is no gender discrimination in this context. But, there have been reports of disparity in terms of funding
and investment when it comes to women-owned businesses when compared with ventures run by men.
Despite this, women owned SMEs are at a hike in the country and there have been several successful boss ladies
coming out in the Thai corporate world. These women are overcoming this funding gap and taking charge by
venturing out into every sector with their own business strategies.

Women and the Professional World
Women in Thailand have shown excellence in the corporate world and are known to excel in leadership roles.
According to a few recent surveys, about 33% of the top management positions in Thailand are held by female
entrepreneurs, which is definitely higher than the global average and even that in Asia.
Women in Thailand are now coming ahead by taking over and successfully running their family business,
grasping at higher education opportunities and taking up mentoring and leadership roles at corporate giants.
Thai women are seen to excel in the business world and they no longer shy away from taking challenges or
setting up their own businesses.
Though the funding and investment gap and the high loan rejection rate for women run enterprises might be
demotivating, the government of Thailand has been acknowledging the need to strategise and prioritise the
designated programmes for supporting women entrepreneurs. They have addressed the pressing need to cater
to challenges faced by female business owners at several steps in the process of starting their business. The
future of women entrepreneurs not only looks promising but this also seems like the perfect time for them to
prepare that business model and start their journey of becoming an entrepreneur.

Avenues for Female Professionals any woman looking to kick start her career. Women in
Thailand is a land of opportunities for
women looking to enter the corporate world.
The economy of the country has gained pace
in the last so many years, it is culturally rich,
has a booming market and since it is a tourists’ favourite, it is obviously a melting pot of
opportunities for potential business-women.
• Most Thai women have taken on the real
estate and finance sector, and are known to
have climbed the ladder to reach the top. Some
of the most successful women
executives in Thailand come from real estate
firms or finance institutions. These women are
said to be the driving forces in these
industries and sit on almost one-third of the
top positions. These industries offer
opportunities for women if they look out for
them, and are a definite road to success for the
dedicated ones.

Thailand are successfully running several businesses- from
small jewellery businesses behind the doors of their home to
popular ecommerce platforms. Popular names like Sharinee
Kalayanamitr are known for not only owning their own
successful businesses but also helping other women succeed.
Sharinee founded ‘Moxy’, an e-commerce and media site solely
run by and for women. She aimed at creating a female
ecosystem and providing the Thai women the opportunity to
step up and start a career, by meeting other females.
• Tourism is one of the most opportune sectors in this country.
Any woman looking to start something by herself can always
choose from the plethora of options available for catering to
the high tourist population. One can always start a catering
business or even restaurant. Thailand is known for its exquisite
and indegneious cuisine, and food never goes out of business.
Even opening a hostel or a lodging service is bound to work
out, looking at the needs of travellers.

• Max Simpson, is one of the names that comes forth when
looking for a successful female entrepreneur in Thailand. She
started her own coffee shop, but with the aim of empowering
and training persons with disabilities and special needs, giving
• In this travellers’ paradise, women-run
businesses are the best possible avenues for them employment opportunities. She is not only a successful

business owner but is also a social activist and
contributing to the society as a whole. One can
always take inspiration from her and hit two birds
with one stone become an entrepreneur and give
back to society.
• As society is progressing, our issues and the need
to combat them using modern techniques and
practices are increasing as well. Women in Thailand
have been taking up higher education
opportunities and also contributing to the health
and service sector. Not only this, even mental health
professionals are known to have been serving the
citizens by catering to the needs of the people who
are looking for help. Similarly, though not a mental
health professional, Kanpassorn Suriyasangpetch, a
former dentist for the Royal Thai Army, addressed
the need for better mental health awareness and
services and introduced a platform where anyone in
need of help can contact professionals anonymously.
• Evidently, the healthcare sector, physical or
mental, has a greater potential for women to take up
important roles. Additionally, in the technological
age, a unique application idea could not only lead to
one’s personal success but even create further
employment opportunities.

End Note!
As stated earlier, Thailand is no less than a melting
pot of opportunities for women. There are
opportunities for women in every sector and they
can even make their own, like those named above.
With Thailand’s moving economy, avenues for
career oriented women are numerous, one only
needs to look out for what’s best for them. Ranging
from real estate and finance to catering, and from
social activism to healthcare, there is little to no lack
of opportunities. And any and every woman can
become a boss woman in Thailand.

Thailand as a Hub for

Challenge Takers
- Sumit Sharma

Thailand has seen a steady boost in terms of economy and the job market in the last few years. It has been
one of the top destinations for persons looking to relocate to a new country. It is a beautiful country offering
a perfectly balanced blend of traditional and ultra-modern cultures. The country looks out for its future while
holding on to its potent cultural heritage.
This country has it all and something for everyone hi-tech urban metropolis, beautiful beaches, lush green
islands, a rich fauna and diverse wildlife. Anyone relocating here can enjoy an affordable but luxurious life
coupled with the little joys of life, new experiences and an exponential career growth.
India’s Relations with Thailand
Thailand has, over the time, strengthened its economic and commercial ties with India. The relations between
the two countries have been rapidly expanding and both are in the process of chalking out further strategies.
The economic cooperation between the two nations have been the major focus, and in this the presence of the
Indian diaspora in the Thai soils has become an indispensable factor. As per certain reports, Indians account
for 0.07% of Thailand’s population.
Migrations from India to Thailand have majorly been in the search for better professional and economic
avenues. Indians have been relocating to the urban lanes of Thailand in search of jobs and business
opportunities simply due to the popularly high functional work culture and the economic growth rate of
Thailand. While most of the Indian population in Thailand can be found to have settled in cities like Chiang
Mai and Thailand, some chose to set up camp in the countryside and enjoy a more calm life.

Why Move to Thailand?
Thailand is a land of opportunities- luring migrants to replace
here on account of high-skilled jobs in sectors like finance,
software, information technology and many others. Some may
have even banked on business opportunities, roped in
investments from the locals and established successful
businesses and with high standards of living. While a lot of
Indians can be found in the service sector in the various fields

in Thailand, some have established businesses
in the textile, precious stones and technology
goods sectors.
The choice of relocating can come as a
challenge to most, but Thailand makes this
choice easier. With its balance of uber-modern
lifestyle and traditional heritage, Thailand
offers a perfect work-life balance. It only offers
an adequately satisfying standard of living, but
even the laws for employers and employees are

properly defined and laid out, providing a sense of
security to those willing to take up a job there. The
Thai are very particular about their working culture
and do not compromise on quality or quantity.
Additionally, one can easily expect their career graph
to be on a rise with consistent growth in their
professional life.
Apart from professional excellence and a sea of
business opportunities, the land of smiles is also a
paradise for those seeking adventures and new
experiences during their stint there. There is
ample to enjoy here apart from work. The food
culture there needs no special mention and the
variety of landscapes make for a perfect opportunity
for a balanced lifestyle. English is not an unknown
language in Thailand and command over it only
comes to one’s advantage while looking for work.
Life in Thailand comes as a package for those
looking to settle here. With culture and tradition, a
legally secure and well defined work life, the
country also offers great International schooling for
kids, amazing food joints and restaurants, secure and
modern neighbourhoods, and a high
functional transportation system. Factoring
everything is bound to make anyone’s migration
choice a little easier.

Women in Thailand
Thailand has seen major transformations and growth
when it comes to gender neutrality and women
empowerment. Women here have taken onto the
corporate as well as the business world.
While one-third of the top executive positions in the
country are held by women, every second
woman there owns a small or big self-run business.
Even the United Nations has been focusing on
supporting women in their career paths, in
Thailand. The ample opportunities in the job market
or the business environment are open even to
women and the Thai’s do not shy away from
supporting it.
Even as a woman thinking of relocating to Thailand,
there is so much that Thailand has to offer.
If you’re skilled enough you could easily get a job,
climb up the ladder and make your way to the top, or
if you want to take charge you could just start your
own business here, like many successful Thai women
have been doing.

To Sum Up!
Moving to Thailand or any new country might be
daunting, but Thailand checks all the right boxes when
making that decision. From economic to corporate
security, and everyday life to adventure opportunities,
Thailand knows how to complete the puzzle. It offers
great opportunities for all, beyond genders, in so many
sectors and fields. Many prominent Indians are big
names in Thailand- Ammar Siamwalla, a remarkable
economist, Aloke Lohia, a highly successful
businessman and a Billionaire, Nishita Shah, a
businesswoman, to name a few. These and many
Indians moved to Thailand and built a successful life.
Thailand welcomes with open arms all challenge
seekers knocking on its doors for new life building
opportunities and it doesn’t disappoint.

24 Less
Explored
Places in
India!

India is known for its diverse culture, but it
is also diverse in its travel options. When you
move from North to South or from West to
East, there are a variety of landscapes that
offer very distinct travel options to cater to
your wanderlust. Weekends are what
everyone waits for throughout the week and
it only gets better with getaway options to
relax after a hectic week. India, the land of
diversities, offers a number of weekend
getaway options, of course depending on
which part of the country you live in. Here’s

a list of weekend getaways for all, depending on which corner of the country you are in, for
your last minute travel plans.

If you are in the North:
North India is blessed with beautiful mountain ranges and hilly areas, as well as culturally rich
plains with beautiful heritages. For weekend getaways there are a number of options to choose
from and the most common ones include Jaipur, Jodhpur, Manali, Shimla and several others.
But there are several other lesser known getaway options for the perfect weekend in the
Northern part of this country.

Fagu

Trips to Shimla are a very common affair in North
India, but just about 20 kms from there and around 350
kms from Delhi, this beautiful but lesser known
scenic attraction would make for an amazing and
relaxing weekend trip for all mountain and adventure
lovers. It is less crowded and offers a variety of
adventure activities for tourists. During the Winter
season, a ski fest is organised here and it is unmissable.
This snow-clad area makes for a fun and relaxing stay
during the trip.

Jibhi

In the Himalayas, this unexplored spot is perfect for a
weekend getaway from places like Chandigarh.
Surrounded by green peaks all around, this hidden spot
is just about 270 kms from Chandigarh and makes for
the best weekend trips to wash off the weekday stress. It
is a peaceful haven in the laps of nature, allowing you to
stay in wooden or tree houses amidst nature.

Shoja

Another hidden spot closer to the city of Chandigarh,
Shoja is the perfect weekend getaway if you want to get
away from the hustle of the crowded cities.
This hidden gem does not see a large footfall and has its
natural calm intact. A drive through its apple orchards
is its main attraction and it offers you very authentic
camping experiences in the hills. Just 5 kms from here,
for all adventure lovers, there is the Jalori Pass where
you can enjoy trekking. It is only about 275 kms from
Chandigarh.

Rishikesh

Rishikesh is one of the closest and most frequently
visited weekend spots for people in Delhi. Just 230 kms
from Delhi, it is known as the adventure capital of
India. It offers a wide array of adventure activities like
river rafting, zip-lining, bungee jumping, cliff diving
and a lot more. It is also perfect for those seeking to just
enjoy nature and explore cafes overlooking the
Himalayas. It is perfect all- those seeking adventures
and even those just looking to relax.

Kangojodi

Only 275 kms from Delhi, Kangojodi in the Sirmour
district of Himachal Pradesh is not known by a lot of
travellers. It is an offbeat destination with
mesmerizing beauty and a calming sense of feeling. A
trip here makes for the perfect weekend with its range
of activities like trekking in the forest, camping,
ziplining and rappelling. This peaceful habitat makes
for a memorable experience for all. Not being known
by many, it helps you leave behind the stress of busy
city life.

Chaukori

The Uttarakhand state of Northern India is blessed
with the beautiful Western Himalayan Range. One of
its main attractions, though not known by many, is the
green mountain ranges in the hill station of
Chaukori, in the Pithoragarh district. It is the perfect
getaway option for nature lovers and even for those
looking to visit religious sites. There are a number of
temples in this area, like- Ghunsera Devi Temple,
Arjuneshwar Shiva Temple. It is approximate;y a 450
kms drive from Delhi, via well connected roads. The
cottage and hostel stays here offer the panoramic view
of the magnificent Himalayas.

In the laps of
Southern India:
The Southern part of India is known for its rich
cultural heritage and some of the most beautiful
beaches as well as greenery. There are several getaway
options that are on the menu for those looking to
escape their weekday stress.

Dandeli

About 460 kms from the city of Bengaluru, in the
Uttar Kannada District of Karnataka, Dandeli is a small
town in the Western Ghats region. It is an
unexplored location, perfect for thrill-seekers. It caters to
both, nature-lovers and adventure-seekers. On the banks
of Kali river it offers a perfect sight-seeing
option in the serene beauty of the place and its
wildlife, and it also provides for white water rafting the
river, with camping opportunities in the lap of nature.
It is the ideal spot for nature walks and picnics, for those
looking to have a peaceful and calming
weekend. A little ahead from this place are a few more
tourist
attractions like the Shiroli Peaks and the Kavala Caves.
There’s so much that remains to be explored in this town
by travellers and is the perfect trip option if you’re looking for an unconventional travel
opportunity.

Puducherry

The erstwhile French Colony of Puducherry (or
Pondicherry) is the colourful city with bright
buildings and placid beaches, attracting tourists from all
over the country. It is just 150 kms from Chennai and
around 300 kms from Bengaluru. For architecture and
history enthusiasts, this makes for the perfect place to
visit on a weekend. It caters to foodies with its french
delicacies and to adventure seekers with several
activities like scuba diving. The beautiful place with a line
of beaches makes for the perfect weekend trip
catering to all tastes.

Shamirpet Lake

Just 30 kms from the City of Nizam, Hyderabad, is a
serene and calm artificial lake site. It attracts a wide
variety of birds in its quiet atmosphere. It makes for
a nice, sweet weekend escape to enjoy the calmness
of nature while watching the flights of beautiful
birds. If you’re looking for peace and serenity on
your
weekend, then Shamirpet Lake is your place.

Valparai

In the District of Coimbatore, about 600 kms from
Chennai, this unknown spot lies in the Anaimalai
Hills range in the Western Ghats. This place, known
as the ‘7th heaven’ is an offbeat destination with a
beautifully green and natural aura, making for a
perfectly peaceful weekend. While you’re there you
can visit a number of other places like the Nallamudi
point, dams like Sholayar and Nallamudi. For a
relaxing weekend or staycation, Valparai makes for
the perfect nature’s retreat.

Courtallam

Known as the ‘Spa of South’, Courtallam in the
Tirunelveli district on the Western Ghats is about
600 kms from Chennai. Not well known amongst
travellers, this is a beautiful place that has a lot to
watch and activities to do. It prides in its waterfalls
which are magnificent
pieces of nature. For a perfect weekend trip, this
place offers a diversity of relaxing activities and will
keep you engaged.

“

The West has it all:

behold. Just 140 kms from Pune and about 270 kms from
Mumbai, this valley makes for a magnificent tourist
attraction.

The western of the country has a lot to offer, from
beaches to green valleys, and from wildlife
sanctuaries to lakes. With some of the busiest cities
If you seek adventure or if you set out to relax, Tarkarli
all around the region, it makes up with a variety of
will cater to it all. It is a beach paradise with the only
weekend getaway options that make for fun and
scuba diving opportunity in Maharashtra and also
relaxing days off.
offers delicious Malvan food for the foodies. It offers
adventure sports, local delicacies, peaceful beach sights
and a lot more. Around 500 kms from Mumbai, you
choose your kind of weekend here- a relaxing time or
A little less than 500 kms away from Mumbai, in
an adventurous stint.
the Buldhana district this ancient lake had come
into existence after a meteor collision about 50,000
years ago. It is a mesmerizing and natural lake,
Just 50 kms from Mumbai, Matheran is definitely a
bound to leave you fascinated by its natural beauty.
scenic beauty covered in green, with gorgeous and
With its rich flora and cool
splendid sights that will leave you nothing but enchantbreezes, it makes for the perfect option for a
ed. During the monsoons, it makes for the best weekweekend trip near Mumbai. Hosting a number of
end getaway option. It’ll help you detox your mind,
birds in its nest, the lake is bound to soothe your
body and soul with everything that it encompasses.
soul with bird watching and natural beauty. It also
makes for a perfect option for hindu devotees to
spend their weekend exploring the number of
temples around the area. As beautiful as it is
The white-sand desert of Kutch is like no other place in
during the day, it is equally serene at night with its
the world that encompasses the rich culture of Gujarat.
starlit skies and makes for an impeccable camping
It is white as it has salt residues and thus makes for a
spot.
beautiful sight. Its main attraction is its Rann Utsav,
organised here during Winters. It is all about
Gujarat- folk dances and songs, tented stays, gujarati
delicacies, camel rides and a lot. Kutch makes for a very
Known as the ‘Valley of Shadow’, the Sandhan
distinct weekend experience full of culture and heritage.
Valley in Igatpuri, about 180 kms away from
Mumbai, is a trekking site, and gets its nickname
because of the narrow, sunlight-disrupting gorge
that it embarks. The trek consists of 2 rappels, makOne of India’s most popular national parks, Gir is home
ing it one of the very
to Asiatic Lions, Indian Leopards and a variety of
difficult and challenging treks for the trekkers. It is
wildlife. It encompasses several resorts for visitors and
a well-known camping spot with bonfires under the
caters to the wildlife enthusiast in you, in safe yet close
starry sky at night. It is not your regular tourist spot,
proximities of the national park.
but it is a beautiful destination amidst nature that
makes for a peaceful weekend getaway.

Tarkarli

Lonar Lake

Matheran

Kutch

Sandhan Valley

Gir National Park

Kaas

If you love the Mumbai rains, Kaas could be your
perfect weekend trip destination in the monsoons.
The valley of flowers is covered in a variety of hues
of flowers and make for a beautiful sight for the
tourists.

The road less taken in the East:

The Eastern parts of India, though less explored, have
some of the most magnificent and beautiful tourist spots.

Samsing

A small village in the Jalpaiguri district of West Bengal,
Simsing is about 650 kms from the city of joy, Kolkata.
The barren plateau comes to life during the months Lying between Jalpaiguri and Darjeeling, it is worth the
of September and October and gets covered in long travel and is all about hills, forests and its
diverse species of flora and is definitely a sight to beautifully green tea gardens. It is the inception of the

river Maruti and also provides for the golden view
of Mt. Kanchenjunga at the time of sunsets. There
are splendid rock islands about 5 kms from Samsing.
This small village is all about nature and its peaceful
beauty, for that relaxing weekend.

Dooars

For everyone looking to get away from the crowded
cities and into the less polluted and a greener
environment, Dooars is the perfect spot about 600
kms from Kolkata. It is along a long stretch of
forests and is surrounded by the Eastern
Himalayas in the North. It is a pleasant sight and a
calming place. There is Jaldapara wildlife sanctuary
where one can spot one-horned rhinos and also the
Gorumara national park offering safaris. For
adventure lovers, there’s white water rafting in the
Teesta river. It caters to all your weekend getaway
needs.

Sundarbans :
National Park

This UNESCO World Heritage Site is one of the most
popular national parks in India with a highly potent
and rich
biodiversity, just about 100 kms from Kolkata. It is
home to the Bengal tiger, crocodiles, leopards and
several other creatures. It is a heart warming
experience for birdwatchers and wildlife enthusiasts.

Digha

For a beach getaway, 180 kms away from Kolkata,
Digh is known for its beaches that offer tranquility
and serene sunsets. There are several beautiful spots
in and around the area for everyone to relax. It is a
full package with a large number of watersports and
activities like jet skiing and many others.

Kalimpong

For all the mountain-babies, Kalimpong is nothing
less than a paradise with its colonial era buildings.
This mesmerizing hill station is known to bring peace
to all. With its famous Durpin Monastery perched on
a hilltop, it could be a spiritual journey for many.
Being 624 kms from Kolkata, it is the perfect choice
for a long, relaxing weekend. These are some of the lesser known or unexplored sites in every corner of India that

would make for the perfect weekend to de-stress and get
away from a busy schedule. India and its rich landscapes
and cultures have a lot more to offer, these are just some
of the gems. So for your next weekend trip, choose a road
not taken and be mesmerised.

Journalist, Film Maker, Film Critic, Script Writer, TV
Panelist, Educator, Columnist, Founder Director,
International Art , Culture & Cinema Festival

Avinash

Tripathi

Avinash Tripathi has carved a niche in the field of
documentary and short films. He has made more
than 700 short films and various Documentary films
on social issues. He is one of most visible face on
Media also and perhaps the youngest news anchor
on Doordarshan. He started his career as news
presenter with India’s National Network
Doordarshan 22 years back. He does not stop here,
as he is also a popular columnist of Teesra Pahlu
column of Rajasthan Patrika newspaper. His
journey of journalism made him one of the most
prominent TV panelists on various news channels.

Q2. As a complete film needs different steps, which
stage of filmmaking seems more interesting to you and
why?
Avinash - The most important stage is Script. Script is
strongest foundation for a good film. Unfortunately, in
India we were not giving importance to good story. It
is the body on which all ornamentals can be placed to
make it beautiful and meaningful, but the good news is
that a rise in the number of good scripts can be spotted.

Q3. You developed the art of anchoring at a very young
stage and did anchoring for several shows of
He has written several songs, which have been sung Doordarshan. What all preparations you used to do to
by legendary Kavita Krishnmurti, Shaan, Kavita extract the best out of you?
Seth, Anwesshaa, Abhishek ray and so many. A
film critic, scriptwriter, adviser and jury of various Avinash - I think my interest in literature and being poet
film festivals across nation made him won several himself helped me immensely in anchoring different
awards. He is Founder and Director of International Program as anchor. I never had dearth of words while
Art, Culture and Cinema Festival. He is CEO and anchoring live. My Urdu knowledge helped me a lot in
making my anchoring more soothing to ears and more
owner of Animesh Films Pvt ltd also.
effective as well.
Our senior correspondent ………… had a detailed
Q4. Is this the reason of starting an international
interview with him.
festival because you are so versatile and do so many
Q1. Tell me something about your extra ordinary things from poetry, to filmmaking, anchoring, theater,
song writing, art exhibition and other areas of your
journey as versatile Creative personality ’?
interest?
Avinash- My origins are from Bastii, which is
neighbor district of Holy Ayodhya. Writing has Avinash – Actually, since my childhood, I was diversely
experimental. From TV journalism, to theater direction,
been my anchor since childhood. I was very
poetry recital, acting, modeling, song writing, sketching,
introvert, so expressing thoughts on paper was
Film making, film teaching, I was doing different work to
easier than communicating the same verbally.
find my objective in life. I was thirstier and used to gulp
When I was very young, a touring book fair used to so many things to quench my thirst.
halt our school for few days. They had world
literature books and from there I developed a taste
for literature. I started reading novels, which includ- According to me, the next era will be the era of creativity
ed tits and bits of everything including international and whichever country will bloom creatively will grow
leaps and bounds. In this technical advancement, ideas
Russian literature translated in Hindi etc. Poetry
are the new currency.
became my stepping-stone to the world of
expression at the tender age of 6-7 years.
Art, itself is an umbrella term in which everything is
Cinema was not in my mind initially, but in grown merged. Keeping this in mind, I have tried to give an
international platform to the creative talent of small
up years, I began liking visual storytelling and it
became another medium to express myself. Cinema, towns and villages of the country. I started the
having the blend of every art form is complete in International Art Festival in Jaipur in 2018. By art, I
meant all spectrum of art, but people considered art
itself.
limited to painting only. Thus to make it more clear, I
have renamed it as International Art, Culture and
Cinema Festival. This will be the first festival in the
world, which will work as a bridge between both the
hidden and renowned artists across the world.

Q5- how you will find artiste of that caliber in small worker and he is looking after the social prerogative of
town, villages
the movement. Senior bureaucrat Dr. Lalit k Pawar is
another gem, who is in full support of the concept. Dr
Avinash - India is the country of diversity, diligence Shiv Kumar international exposer is helping the festival
and a lot of talent. The only thing needed is to look to give it ultimate horizen . Sir Mark Tully, the famous
for the raw skill and polish it in international colors and veteran journalist BBC, Stefano Boldorini- Poet
of fame and name. The training and polishing bit can Italy , Sudipto Sen , Rosalinda Much are other
be a cakewalk for them under this fest. Our Social important forces behind the festival.
organization is doing the same very religiously. Not
only this, we are calling numero Uno Painter, poet, Q-8. As you taught cinema and screen writing at
Mural /sculpture artiste, fashion designer, musical university level, do you think Children are moving
talents and filmmaker across world. Sharing the stage towards pursuing a career in media and films
with international acclaimed artiste will give these rather than becoming an engineer or a doctor?
small towns, talented artiste a new horizon.
Are there any good opportunities for youngsters in
competitive field of media and films?
Q 6- what are the different area you are going to
cover in your international festival.
Avinash - Indian Film Industry has grown manifolds
in last few years and secured an identity in world
Avinash - in this edition, we are going to have 12
movie panorama. Media is a gamut of various job
different activities. These are film festival, Art
profiles and skills. Same goes with films as it requires
Showcase , Film Bazaar , Music Lounge , Fashion
different skilled people to make single film. Story
Jalwa , Cinema to School , International Poetry
writing, Dialogue writing, Cinematography, Lighting
Festival , Art Conservation and Restoration , Art Director, Sound Engineer, Foley Artiste, etc are
Auction , International Photography Exhibition , different field where one can make his/her career. Now
Talk Shows and Meet Your Publisher. Through these a days there more than 1000 channels in India and they
12 activities, we are trying to cover the bigger Art need trained and skilled people.
Canvass of India and the world. Apart from these 12
events ,we are doing Food Festival and Folk dances of
India . The ultimate vision is to make India a
Q-9. As filmmaker, you think that films are losing the
creative powerhouse in the world. The excellent art of projecting realities of society these days.
painter, dancer, filmmaker, actor poet and other
artisan from all corner of the world will come to
Avinash - Indian Cinema Journey is very interesting.
India and work collectively for betterment of creative Till 60’s, directors and writers used to raise issues close
empowerment.
to realities. The arrival of Amitabh Bachchan skewed
the realism in cinema and brought some tinge of drama
in cinema. His charismatic persona itself was enough
Q-7- Who are the important people who are
to make any film a block-buster. His aura was so
supporting your dream.
powerful that it was said that just his name or poster
will do the magic.
Avinash - I am fortunate that I got right blend of
esteemed people to support my vision. One of the 70’s and 80’s decade could not produce good
very supportive and internationally renowned folk meaningful movie baring few movies made by Shyam
singer ‘Malini Awashthi ‘ has agreed immediately as Banegal, Mahesh bhatt, Govind Nihalani. They formed
she got to know about festival and its vision. National parallel cinema and made films which were for niche
Award Winning Director Ananth Mahadevan is
audience. Fortunately, in last 10 years creative film
Cinema advisor who will Mentor the young
makers again started making issue oriented films. Now
cinematic talent. Senior bureaucrat Prabhat
where big budget ‘Bahubali’ is doing good at the same
Chaturvedi ( retd IAS ) is another gem of person who time, a small budget ‘Hindi medium’ is also performing
is more than willing to push this great social cause . well.
Diwakar Shetty ji is strong pillar of the festival and
his experience in Art and other areas will help the
motive. He is renowned water conservator and social

Q-10 – Short films have emerged a lot in last few will be great attraction for international artiste and
years m you are leading short filmmaker of India, tourist. the blue blood of Rajasthan has always supporthow you see its future in India ?
ed the artiste and artisan of State. Our objective is to
give shelter to those dying/vanishing art forms, which
Avinash - Short film have become the biggest tool bloomed during different dynasties.
of depicting one’s creative expression. The technical
barriers have also mellowed down. Now no big
Q- 14- Do you need any support from govt or any
cameras like arri, alexa is needed anymore to make corporate for this big social and Art cause
short films. With the help of good smartphone, one
can convert their creative ideas into short film. There Avinash - Such big international festival cannot be
are several buyers of good short films, which is again done without the support from both the government
a boost for short filmmaker to make it a
and big corporate sectors of progressive India. I appeal
commercially viable entity. The short attention span to all Art connoisseurs, Art lovers, Corporates and
of viewers are also making short film a better creative Indian government to back this mega social and Art’s
product.
upliftment event.
Q-11- What are your future plans.
Avinash - I have written a few scripts lately and I
would be directing a movie in upcoming year. As I
am poet also, so I am writing lyrics for few music
directors. Now the OTT has emerged big during
lockdown and pandemic, I have written few and soon
it will be aired on leading OTT channel.
However, my main Goal is to make IACCF the most
respectable and renowned festival in the world. This
is definitely going to make strong bridge between
lesser known artiste and world fame artiste. I am
planning to move the festival in all continents of the
world gradually. In next edition, I am planning to
take it to Australia.
Q-12 – After 5 years, how you are foreseeing your
international festival?
Avinash - I am trying to host this IACCF in all 5
continents in future. The world must see the
immense human talent and caliber in art arena.
Every year some new Art form will be included in
IACCF. I am focusing on pushing the host state
talent in more rigorous manner. We have decided to
make two countries as our nucleus country and two
states as our nucleus state. Every year, there will be
a chance to know about 2 new countries’ and states’
culture and cinematic journey. The Art, Culture and
Cinema of these two country and state will be
showcased in our festival in grand manner.
Q-13- what is the theme of IACCF 2021
Avinash - As we are doing 2021 edition of IACCF at
Jaipur so have decided to depict the glorious
Rajputana culture of Rajasthan. The royal feel of state

“ UNTOUCHED

JUNGLE LOFT

STYLE HIDEAWAY
IN NAIHARN ”

Utopia Loft is located between 2 famous beaches on
the island – Rawai and Naiharn, and is nearby to the
photogenic Yanui Beach & Naiharn Lake. This modern
loft-style resort features guestrooms with large living
space & separate bedroom with en-suite bathroom on
the upper ﬂoor, as well as a working kitchenette.
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Place that Gives Every Reason to Fly

SOLO

- MANISH KUMAR

Thailand- the land that has it all, vibrant city culture to magnificent and idyllic islands, mouth-watering food to
spiritual awakenings. This beautiful place is one of Southeast Asia’s most loved and traveller friendly
destinations. It is rich in a diversity of activities, landscapes, attractions, delicacies and pretty much everything
else. Thus making it ideal for your next trip. If you’re looking for an adventure, let’s take a look at why Thailand
should be your next solo trip.

To each something of their own
Thailand really has it all in a way. This ‘Land of
the Smiles’ has something for everyone. If you
are a beach person or a mountain person or
both, Thailand will cater to all your wanderlust
desires. If you want to relax on the beach in the
calming lap of the waves, Thailand is known for
its world’s top beach destinations. But if you are
into adventures, then the Northern parts of this
land offer you great trekking sites alongside
vibrant hill tribes.
For nature lovers, there are beautiful natural
waterfalls to explore and also a wide range of
native wildlife. For history enthusiasts, this
destination offers fascinating insights into its
war history. It also has something for those on
a spiritual path with its rich Buddhist culture
and temple ruins. Thailand is truly a paradise for
foodies with its never-ending range of delicacies
and famous street food culture.
Thailand is truly your Eat-Pray-Love fantasy
come alive in one stop.

Delicacies galore
With the thought of travelling comes the
collateral thought of food. With Thailand, food
is never a cause of concern, as it is popularly said
that the food scene in this place is just ‘perfect’.
The street food of Thailand is unmissable and
inevitable. There are numerous, massive street
food markets all around this place and are
simply a must-try.
These serve a large variety of indegenious and
traditional meals. Every time you turn a corner
in s street you will be tempted by the flavourful
aroma of Thai cuisine. The street food culture
here has a lot to offer to everyone, you can dine
in if you like to eat alone or you can grab a bite
for your on the go meals or even take away and
eat peacefully in the comfort of your stay. One
can even join a food walking tour for an
enriching experience.
The food market culture is different from that of
a restaurant experience, you can eat as you watch
the world of Thailand go by its day. You also need
not worry if you miss the food back home, as
there are a number of restaurants and food joints

here that offer international cuisines as well. There’s definitely no reason
for you to go hungry while on your trip to Thailand. More so, it will not
let you stay hungry.

Travellers’ unite
Thailand experiences a large footfall of travellers all year round. It is no
stranger to solo or group travellers. It makes for a fulfilling and diverse
experience, thus making it a top choice for all. Even if you’re travelling
alone, you’ll never really be alone. It is easy to meet a number of other
travellers, most of whom are solo travellers as well.
Travelling solo does not mean spending the entire vacation by yourself,
one can easily meet and make new friends while in Thailand, and enjoy
different activities with different people while on the go. Meeting
travellers from around the world would definitely add value to your
travelling experience and might even be more enriching. Travel solo,
but don’t be alone.

Explore it all with ease
If you’re worried about how to get to all the magnificent experiences
Thailand offers, then don’t sweat. Travelling in and around Thailand
isn’t a difficult task and you will always reach wherever you set out for.
This place has a well-planned transportation
system which is also affordable and is easy to use. You can take a bus or
a train to go around, and these services have friendly English-speaking
staff members at various stops to help you out.
Even the accommodations here can always help you with travel
bookings and guide you with it. There are other services like minivans,
taxis, tuk-tuks and ferries apart from the trains and the buses, which
connect almost all major destinations, including the islands. There are
frequent domestic flights and sleeper trains as well for a little longer
distances. Travel and transportation are easy to figure out once you
reach Thailand.

Safety ensured
Thailand is known for its safe and secure streets. It has a relatively low
crime rate. This land of ingrained Buddhost culture and largely
accepted social philosophy, sees rare instances of crimes against
travellers. As a solo traveller, safety is bound to be a cause of concern.
But with Thailand one can be assured of their safety as it is
considered to be a highly secure and safe choice for travellers from
around the world. Although Thailand is a pretty safe place, it still is
necessary to ensure your own safety by taking the basic safety measures
and being a responsible traveller. The locals here are friendly and very
open to travellers, so as a lone-ranger you don’t have much to be scared
about.

Accommodation choices for all
It is true that your travel experience depends largely on where you stay. Accommodation is the first thing to
decide when travelling anywhere. This haven for travellers does not compromise on this factor at all and offers
you a multitude of choices to fit all kinds of requirements and to cater to every taste and budget. It offers a menu
of accommodations, ranging from luxury hotel suites to pocket-friendly hostel stays. You can choose from a
large scale starting from a pampered retreat to a backpackers hostel stay. Majority of these take online bookings
and can be easily explored and booked before you reach there.

Easy on the pocket
It’s inexpensive nature and light on the pocket aspect is one of the major reasons for it being a traveller’s hub.
Thailand doesn’t expect you to or make you shell out a chunk of money while it offers you a never-ending list of
experiences. From accommodations to activities, food to transportation, it offers you options for every budget.
Everything here can be pricey or at throw away prices depending on how you want it. If you’ve planned out
your trip and budgeted well, you will not run out of money and Thailand will not disappoint you or
compromise on your experience. For those on longer stays, you can always choose to take up some sort of
employment you’d like to fund your trip further. In Thailand, you do as your pocket allows, but you never
compromise on your experience.

Take a tour
If you like to travel with a plan and not miss out on anything, but exploring a new place by yourself makes you
anxious, you can always choose to tour. There are several fantastic tours to take up for you to discover Thailand
and explore all the major attractions and experiences.

FLY
SOLO

You can either take a multi-day tour that will take visit. It can be a highly rewarding and satisfying
you to several destinations over the course of the experience and there’s every reason for you to plan a solo
tour. Or, you can even choose a day-tour and see trip here. So just pack our bags and fly solo!
highlights of a specified number of places. You can
choose to plan your entire trip around one big tour
to cover it all or bead up a number of small tours to
build up your experience. You can choose a general
tour and have a diversified experience or take up a
specialist-tour catering to specific interests.
However you choose to explore, tours can be the
best way to get the most of the experience and to
travel around easily, within a set time frame.

Activities
Thailand offers a platter that has a lot more than
sight-seeing, exploring nature and eating options. It
also offers you a large variety of activities,
workshops, etc. There are several fun and
interesting things to do here. You can go
underwater diving or do snorkelling if you love the
waters.
For those into adventures, there’s always rock
climbing, hiking, caving or trekking options
available. For all our foodies who are bound to fall in
love with the Thai cuisine, there are cooking classes
easily available for tourists. You can even take up
courses on ancient Thai massage or even learn the
language. If you are on a spiritual journey or
looking to start one, you can always spend some
time at a meditation retreat or camp here, or choose
a yoga retreat. Whatever you like, there’s always an
activity or more for you here.

Belong with the locals
The land is no stranger to travellers and thus the
locals welcome everyone with open arms and
hearts. The people of Thailand are very friendly and
truly believe in serving their guests with love and
generosity. You can always interact with and
befriend locals. They are always ready to help or
to even have a quick chat. They will always make
you feel welcome and at home in an unknown land,
making Thailand a fulfilling experience. It is safe
to say that Thailand does have it all. It caters to all
needs, choices and budgets.
It is a traveller’s paradise and a hub, and offers no
reason to not visit it. It is rightly called the city of
smiles and will always leave you happy after your

STREET FOOD
DIARIES

INDIA AND THAILAND

- Manish Kumar

Southeast Asia’s two most culturally rich countries- India and Thailand, are also
rich in their cuisines and food cultures. Both these countries see a large footfall of
tourists round the year and offer a diversity of landscapes and experiences in every
distinct part.

What these two also offer are a surprise to
your taste palettes and there’s always
something new for everyone to taste. While
the two countries offer a wide variety of
cuisines and dishes, and have very distinct
tastes and aromas, but still share an elaborate
culture of street foods. Thailand’s street food
markets are not unknown to anyone, while
India’s diverse range of street foods in every
small street in every city, big or small, are
popular worldwide.
Street foods are simply ready-to-eat foods
that are sold in marketplaces or in the corners
of the streets, by small vendors, hawkers, etc.
These aren’t offered at cafes or restaurants,
but are available at kiosks, booths, small
shops, carts or food trucks.
These are portable as they are meant for
immediate consumption. In both Thailand
and India, you can choose to eat your delicious food while sitting on the seating spaces
sometimes provided by these vendors, enjoy
it on the go or just take it with you and enjoy
it in the comfort of your home.
Street foods are largely popular due to their
minimal preparation time, affordability and
extensive taste and variety. In India, one can
find street food at every turn and corner of
every street. Indian cuisines are highly
diverse and so are Indian street foods. Every
state or even every city or town offers a
distinct type of street food indegnious to
that place.
There are hawkers or small vendors offering
varieties of delicacies, in markets or on the
streets. Whereas in Thailand, there are street
food markets that have numerous vendors
and hawkers selling a large variety of Thai
food. These markets are a buffet of Thai food
kiosks and have seating spaces for tourists to
go around, explore the food and sit and
enjoy the rich taste of the food.

In India, if you go to Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata,
Lucknow or anywhere else, you will find
different kinds of street foods and a different
taste for each one. Whereas in Thailand,
Lumpini Park, Sukhumvit Soi 38, Khao San
Road, Soi Rambuttri, Liab Duan, Bang Rak,
Chinatown are the most popular street food
markets.
What to Eat When on the Indian Streets?
Street foods are popular all over the world,
every country or region has its own personal
variety of street food. But nothing beats the
wonders of the Indian street food. Apart from
the wide variety, Indian street food does not
compromise on taste and everywhere you go
you will either find a new variety of snack or a
different taste and twist to a snack also
popular in another part of the country. These
street foods have also moved from the streets
onto the menus of cafes and restaurants, with
their own personal twist. Despite this, when in
India the following street foods are unmissable:

C

hholey Bhature : Ask anyone in
Northern India about their favourite street food
and 9 out of 10 would say it is chholey bhature.
Could be even all 10. This delicacy comprising
chana masala and bhatura which is fried bread
made from refined flour (maida) served with
onions and pickles, started as a quick snack in
the state of Uttar Pradesh. It is now one of the
most loved street foods in Northern India. It
can easily be found anywhere in the area, in
every street and on every corner and super
cheap but rich in flavour and taste.. While
Delhi has its own popular hotspots for the best
plate of chholey bhature, some believe that for a
delicious piping hot plate one must go to
Punjab.

S

amosa : This quick snack is a crowd favourite
allover the country. It can be found in every part of the
country and with a new twist to it in each place. This
fried pastry sort of a snack is a fried, stuffed pastry
with its fillings ranging from most popularly potatoes
to onions, paneer, lentils and now even noodles and
cheese. They also come in different shapes and sizes,
which largely depend on the region you’re in. It is
eaten with mint chutney and tamarind chutney, and is
definitely the most popular chai-time snack in India.

G

P

ol Gappa : pani puri or puchka, whatever it
may be called indifferent parts of the country, is easily
the most popular street food and loved by people of all
ages. These are small fried balls of flour or semolina,
filled with aloo oronions or chana or sprouts and
loaded with chutney and flavoured water. The
flavoured water comes in different flavours of sweet,
salty, tangy and spicy. The combination of ingredients,
flavour of the water and the name of the dish varies
from region to region.

oha and Jalebi : Largely popular in the
Western and Central parts of the country, this
combination is considered as the perfect duo
of street snacks for anytime of the day. Poha is
flat rice prepared in oil with flavours of curry
leaves and mustard, with various vegetables
and topped with sev or bhujia (Indian, spicy
namkeens). Jalebi, India’s most loved, is a
sugary preparation loaded in sweetness and
flavours.

K

achorin : Another popular street food
widely available and consumed in the
country, kachori is a deep fried patty made
from maida, and filled with onions or
potatoes or dal or peas. These are crunchy
patties that are deep fried and usually
enjoyed with chutney and hot gravies
generally made from potatoes or lentils.

Originated in Uttar Pradesh, this hot
delicacy spread like wildfire all over the
country and can be found with different
Might seem courageous to try this
combination of distinct flavours, but once you flavouring in areas like Rajasthan and some
try it, it is definitely a treat for your taste buds. Southern states as well.
This intriguing combination of contrasting
sweet and salty flavours is a popular breakfast
option in the said region.

A

loo Tikki : Another popular street
snack, or a ‘chaat dish’ as most

popularly called, is the Aloo Tikki. This
delicious and decadent dish consists of
deep fried patties of potatoes combined
with peas and sometimes even paneer.
These patties are topped with curd, sweet
and spicy chutneys, onions and
coriander. This combination of so many
distinct but strong flavours is bound to
shock your taste buds with a burst of
flavours.

K

ulfi Falooda: A sweet dish that any
sweet tooth cannot afford to miss when
travelling in India, is Kulfi Falooda.
Generally popular in the West, it can also
be found at some popular spots in Delhi
as well. This dessert made of a
combination of sweet and savoury
flavours is actually a mix of three very
popular sweet dishes from West India. It
has Kulfi, a very popular local Indian ice
cream, falooda is a cold fruit-based
dessert, and finally the rabri which is a
sweet dish made by reducing milk to its
condensed form.
This rich combination is then topped with
vermicelli or thin noodles and dry fruits
like pistachios and almonds, some may
even add flavoured sugar syrups for that
extra sweetness and flavour. This dessert
is nothing less than a decadent dessert.

V

ada pav : This authentic Mumbai
dish can now easily found anywhere in
the country, but still it is the pride of the
city and a must try for everyone
travelling there. Every Mumbaikar swears
by the vada pav when it comes to street
food and also their day is incomplete
without it. It is a desi burger, has an aloo

bonda i.e. a deep fried potato dumpling inside the
bun, served with a red spicy masala and green chilly.
It is a simple yet highly satisfying dish.

G

alouti Kebab : These super soft kebabs with
an ancient Indian historical story about their origin,
are served with a hot dipping sauce. These popular
kebabs from the city of nawabs melt as soon as they
lend on your tongue and are bound to leave a
flavourful experience.

T

unday Kebab : Another popular street food
from the lanes of Lucknow are the tunday kababi.
Another delicacy having its origins from the life of
an emperor, these kebabs were originally made by
Haji Murad Ali who was a chef in the Mughal
kitchen. He had only one hand and hence the name
of the dish (“Tundey” in Hindi means one-handed).
These are spicy meat kebabs and are full of distinct
Mughal flavours.

L

itti Chokha : A unique street food option from
the Easter state of Bihar in the Litti Chokha. It is a
simple dish but largely popular and delicious. Littis
are flour balls cooked slow-cooked over charcoal,
served with a curry made from Brinjals and
potatoes, topped with ghee. This combination of
very Indian flavours is a local favourite and is bound

to become every traveller’s favourite as immediately fall in love with this light snack.
well.

G

hugni Chaat : The Eastern and
North-Eastern Indian regions have some
hidden gems to explore, both places and
foods. Any Indian street food list is
incomplete without the mention of Ghugni
chaat which is an ensemble of dried white
peas soaked in a flavourful and delicious
gravy topped with local North-eastern
herbs and fresh vegetables. This refreshing
street snack is a popular dish in the local
street markets of Kolkata and other Easter
regions. It is one of India’s healthiest street
food choices.

Paddu : Most popularly known as ‘appe’, paddu
is also called paniaran and ponganalu. These are
a popular South Indian snack available in every
nook and corner in Southern India. It has flavours
like the dosa with just a few extra hints of
sourness. These flavourful balls are made from a
batter of rice and black lentils, and are combined
with onions and other vegetables. It is served
along with the staple coconut chutney and tastes
best with filter coffee.

Pav Bhaji : This spicy, hot and delicious
Mumbai-based dish is so flavourful that it has
reached every region in the country. A highly
popular street food in the lanes of Mumbai, is a
thick and spicy vegetable gravy with a rich aroma
and even richer taste, served along with buttered
and toasted pav or buns. The gravy is topped with
a dollop of butter and lime juice to leave no
halmuri : If you’re travelling to Kolkata
flavour tone untouched. This flavourful and
your trip would not complete if you miss
heartwarming dish will definitely leave you
out snacking in Jhalmuri. This popular
mesmerized and wanting more.
Kolkata street food is a popular on-the-go
snack available in every corner of the city
Not to Miss in Thai Street Food Markets
of joy. It is a concoction of puffed rice fried
in raw mustard oil to give it a pungent
Thailand is highly popular for its crowded and
flavour, an assortment of spices topped
aroma-filled street food market. Thai cuisine is
with bhujia and fresh diced vegetables.
now popular world wide due its flavourful taste,
rich aromas and decadent tastes that are unique
and sensational. The Thai street food markets are
a one stop solution for explorers of Thai cuisine.
kki Roti : As we move down South, Here are a few must try popular Thai dishes:
we find a very distinct flavour palette of
street food choices. One of the most
Pad Kra Pao Kai a.k.a Basil Chicken or Pork :
popular street food choices in the Akki Roti Thailand’s most beloved street food dish is the
from the state of Karnataka. It is flatbread pad kra pao kai, or the basil chicken/pork. It is a
made from rice flour and served along with no-brainer if you are confused with the variety on
a gravy made either of tomatoes or coconut the menu, then this dish is always a safe bet. It is
along with a dressing of tomatoes, carrots, your choice of meat- chicken or pork- stir fried in
onions and green chillies for that
Thailand’s holy herb the basil.
additional kick of flavour. It is only found
in the Kannada region and is a local
The meat is then cooked in a combination of garlic
favourite. It is impossible to not
and chillies with flavours of fish sauce, and served

J

A

Som Tam : The simplest Thai street food is the som
tam or the papaya salad, as popularly known around
the world. It is a light salad of freshly pounded raw
papaya prepared into a salad with peanuts, garlic,
chillies, fish sauce, tamarind juice, tomatoes and lime
juice. This combination in itself makes for a delicious
recipe and an explosion of flavours, but it can also be
combined with salted crabs or dried shrimps for that
extra crunch.
Gai Pad Med Mamuang a.k.a Thai Chicken with
Cashews : Another simple yet flavourful Thai
favourite is the chicken stirred fried in onions, garlin,
red chillies, and with cashews for a crunchy flavour.
This dish though easy to make, is a flavour like no
other and will always leave you wanting for more.

Thailand, to try the khao phat which is accessible at
street-side trucks and very good quality bistros the
same. A more popularly known variety of the dish is
Khao phat khaprow, which simply means fried rice
with basil leaves. Utilizing the pan fried food
preparation method, fragrant jasmine rice is thrown
with stew and basil which gives it the zesty and
exceptional flavor. Frequently presented with an egg
on top, the dish can be made more filling by adding
shrimp, chicken and pork according to inclination.
Moo Ping (Pork Skewers) : This one is bound to be
every meat lover’s favourite. The moo ping can be
easily found in every corner of Thailand and is a crowd
favourite. These are satay-style Thai skewers of pork
slices marinated in a concoction of cilantro, garlic,
oyster sauce, fish sauce, soy sauce, pepper and sugar,
grilled over coal. For extra flavour the fatty pork is
layered with coconut milk as well. Served with a
portion of sticky rice and tamarind dip, this dish will
definitely make you drool.

Oyster Omelet : Everyone loves omelets, but this is
not like your other egg omelets. These are crisp and
highly satisfying omelets that are topped with glossy
oysters which melt in your mouth immediately. These
omelets with a twist are high on flavour and something you must have not tried before.
Pad Thai (Stir-Fried Noodles) : This dish is popular
world wide and needs no introduction. It is
Khanom Bueang : In simple terms, these are tacos generally the first Thai dish that is tried by anyone
made from rice flour. These are super crispy and taco willing to explore the cuisine. It is a proper blend of
like, filled with coconut cream and shredded
sweet, spicy and crunchy flavours. These are pan fried
coconut. Some even use flavoured creams for a twist rice noodles, topped with egg or tofu or shrimp and
of flavours. Though these are generally sweet, their mixed with tamarind sauce, vegetables and crushed
savoury versions are a must try too and very
peanuts. It is a combination of very distinct flavours
indulging.
put together for a complete Thai experience. On the
streets of Thailand, this dish is custom-made as per
Tom Yam Soup : A soupy base made from aromatic your choice and you can decide what flavours you want
herbs and spices is loaded with chillies and is not for and how much of it you want in your noodles. Though
everyone due to its high spice content. It is a fierce available in a lot of places around the world, nothing
clear soup highly rich in flavours. This soup base can even comes close to the authentic Thai version.
be enjoyed by adding meat of one’s choice, veggies,
seafood or anything else one likes.
Kway Teow Reua (Boat Noodles) : The ‘boat noodles’
get their name from an ancient story attached to them,
Thai Iced Tea : A pleasant sight for the eyes and a as they were initially sold at river canals on floating
joy for the taste buds, this refreshing drink will surely boats in small bowls to ensure zero spilling upon
leave you happy and satisfied. A strongly brewed tea movement. This dish over time spread all over the
with a pinch of tang from the star anise, an orange country and became a popular and common street
hued drink, served with coconut milk or condensed food choice. These are noodles topped with your choice
milk to give it a frothy finish. This is one of Thailand’s of gravy and peanut sauce, or even dry with your choice
most loved beverages and definitely a must try.
of meat.
Khao Phat (Fried Rice) : Eaten everywhere on the
globe, fried rice is a definitive comfort food. In any
case, the divine taste of the Thai variant is the thing
that makes it maybe perhaps the most famous street
food dish to emerge from Thailand. An
unquestionable requirement for all travellers to

Itim Kati (Thai Coconut Ice Cream) : A trip to
Thailand would be incomplete without beating the heat
with their authentic coconut ice cream. Thailand has a
lot more when it comes to desserts, like- mango sticky
rice or the sweet Thai crepes. But coconut ice cream is
like no other dessert. Made from rich coconut cream

with bits of coconut make it the perfect ice cream so much more to explore and taste in India and
with a unique texture. It is served with shredded
Thailand, and one is always bound to be mesmerized
coconut for that extra crunch to the smooth cream. and surprised by the flavours.
You can play around and choose from a variety of
other toppings.
Jok : Thailand has such a wide variety of distinct food
options and it is bound to give you a breakfast
experience like no other as well. The indegenious
Thai rice porridge is a popular breakfast option. It is
not our regular rice porridge. It is unique with
flavours and ingredients like lime leaves, kaffir, pork
and many others. Served piping hot with a yolk on
the top along with several other toppings, it is a Thai
delicacy and a breakfast experience you must have
never had before.It is like a warm hug and is very
comforting with its flavours.
Khao Niew Ma Muang (Thai Sticky Rice With
Mango) : Another popular Thai dessert is sticky rice
with mango. Stick rice is a local favourite in most Thai
desserts. For the sweet tooth travelling to Thailand,
sticky rice with mango is unmissable and you can
never go wrong with it. The sticky rice is mixed with
durian, sugar and coconut cream or milk, topped
with slices of ripe mangoes and made into a delicious
pudding. It is easily available on the streets of
Thailand and even in high-end restaurants. This is a
light on the pocket and rich in taste, on-the-go
dessert.
Gaeng Keow Wan Gai (Thai green curry) : The
famous Thai green curry needs no special mention as
it is known to the whole world. It is a green
curry paste stirred with coconut milk, made using
fresh chicken, bamboo, coriander and eggplants, and

flavoured with fresh basil. This flavourful curry is
best enjoyed with sticky rice and makes for the
perfect meal.
Final Note!
These were only very few of the large variety of dishes
offered on the streets of each of the countries. There’s

A Fashion

Journey!

History of fashion design refers to the development
of the purpose and intention behind garments, shoes
and accessoires, and their design and construction. In
the 19th century, the modern fashion industry and
fashion houses became a concept. In the beginning of
1858, the first designer to have his label sewn into the
garments he created, was Charles Frederic Worth.
We can say that “fashion” started already when
humans began wearing clothes. In the beginning
clothes were mainly made of plants, animal skins and
bone. Before the mid 19th century the division
between “haute couture” and “ready to wear” not
really existed.
At this time most clothes were made by dressmakers
dealing directly with the clients. Most clothes were
sewn in the household.
Paris early became the influencer and especially Paris
and in the 1780s magazines started to illustrating the
latest Paris styles. One of the earliest known fashion
magazine was “Cabinet des Modes”.
During the early 18th-century, the first fashion
designers came to fore as the leaders of fashion. Rose
Bertin is generally regarded as the very first
internationally fashion designer. Rose Bertin was
dressing Marie Antoinette, the queen of France during
1770 until 1793. Rose opened a shop in
Paris and managed it until the French Revolution
forced her to give up and go into exile in London.
British Charles Frederic Worth lived in Paris
(1825-1905) and is seen as the first designer in the
modern sense of the term. He managed a large
business wih many tailors and seamstresses employed.
He was, at that time, dictating what customers should
wear. He often used his royal connections to gain
recognition and clients.
Worth was well known for his fashionable“crinolines”.
GOLDEN AGE OF FRENCH FASHION is often
considered to be between the two world wars. Haute
Couture found new customers in the ranks of film
actresses, American heiresses and wives and
daughters of wealthy businessmen. Many things
changed in fashion after the First World War. The
short “bob” became a popular hairstyle and dresses
with long trains gave way for above-the-knee
pinafores. Women stopped wearing corsets and many
women borrowed clothes from their men, choosing to

dress in a male style. From 1925 the couturiers
adopted and embraced the new “androgynous” style.
The “garconne” look was born.
One of the greatest couturiers was Mme. Coco
Chanel. She was well known for her personality and
her chic and progressive designs. She introduced the
“little black dress” and the jersey fabric for women’s
clothing. She also elevated the status of costume
jewelry and knitwear. Many more designers followed
like Jeanne Lanvin and Jean Patou to mention justa
few.
In 1930s the people started to feel the effects of the
“Great Depression” and many designers found that
crises were not the right time for exprementation.
Overall the 1930s clothing was somber and modest
reflecting the difficult economic situation.
The fashion for outdoor activities stimulated
couturiers to design and manufacture what we today
call “sportsewar”. The term “Ready -to- wear” was not
yet in use. The two most influential designers in 1930s
were Elsa Schaparelli and Madeleine Vionnet. In 1929
Elsa presented her first collection and was hailed by
the press as a real rare innovators’s of the day.
Elsa Schiaparelly was befriended with the artist
Salvador Dali, Jean Cocteau and Christian Berard.
These men all contributed to make her collections
interesting and special. Madeleine Vionnet was
inspired by the ancient time. She created timeless and
beautiful gowns. Her perfect draping of chiffon, silk
and crepe created a sensual effect and made most
women look feminine and sensual.
After World War II, Paris’s reputation as the global
center of fashion began to crumble. A new younger
style emerged. The new young generation wanted to
reap the benefits of a booming consumer society.
Europe became ready to adopt quality ready-to-wear
garments along American lines. The increases in
overhead and raw material costs, were beginning to
relegate handmade fashion to the sidelines. In 1940s
many fashion houses had to close during the
occupation of Paris during “World War II”. Several
designers relocated to New York.
The Vichy regime promoted the model of the wife
and mother. Germany took posession of over half of
what France had produced, including high fashion
and considered to relocate French Haute Couture to

Berlin and Vienna. Haute Couture was said
survive due to the patronage of the wives of
wealthy Nazis. Due to Paris’s isolated
situation in the 1940s Americans were enable
to utilize the creativity of their own designers.
Claire McCardell, Bonnie Cashin and Ann
Klein formed a remarkable trio of women
who laid the foundations of American
sportswear and ready-to-wear.
Many at that time popular actresses,
including Katharine Hepburn, Rita Hayworth
and Marlene Dietrich, had a significant
impact on popular fashion.
In 1947 Christian Dior introduced his first
collection containing dresses with
accentuated busts, wasp waists and full skirts,
a style similar to the Belle Epoue. His design
incited the powerful editor of the American
Harper’s Bazaar to exclaim “This is the new
look!”
Throughout the 1950s, women around the world continued to the trends of
Parisian haute couture and three of the most prominent couturiers of the time
were Cristobal Balenciaga, Pierre Balmain and Hubert de Givenchy. Many of
these
changes in fashion developed the streets of London with gifted designers such
as Mary Quant, who launchd the mini skirt and Barbara Huanicki, founder of
the legendary boutique BIBA. Famous influential celebrities during the 1960s
were Audrey Hepburn, Jackie Kennedy and models like Twiggy, Veruschka
and Jean Shrimpton. In 1963 the bikini finally came into fashion.
1970s is nick named the “me decade”. Some people saw this years as the end
of good taste. The hippie look with kaftans, Indian scarves and floral printed
tuniques was in favor. After 1975, fashions came to be dominated by the
“disco look”. Two of the probably most innovative fashion designers in the
1970s were Kenzo Takada and Sonia Rykiel. Kenzo drew his inspiration from
all over the world, mixing Oriental folk influences, Western with a “joi de
vivre”. The Rykiel style was dominated by fluid knitted garments. Sonia Rykiel
is considered by many as the true successor of Coco Chanel.
During the late 20th century, fashion began to criss-coss international boundaires with rapidity. Synthetic
material like Lycra/Spandex and viscose became common and widely used.
During the 1980s jumpsuits became popular and aerobics was in voque and brought into style Spandex leggings and headbands. French designers like Thierry Mugler and Azzedine Alaia became most popular. Claude
Montana introduced the broad-shouldered design and made leather popular and Christian Lacroix sent chock
waves through the world of haute couture, with his flounced skirts, corselets and polka-dotted crinolines.
In America, Donna Karan and Ralph Lauren were very infuential. Shoe designer Manolo Blahnik also rose
to fame during the1980s. Donna Karan sat up her own label in 1984 and won immediately popularity among

active, urban women. In 1971 Ralph Lauren opened
a boutique for both men and women in Beverly Hills.
In 1990s fashion united around a new standard,
“minimalism”, stark simplicity became the vogue.
The financial pressures of the decade had a
devastating effect on the development of new talents.
In the 1980s there was a dramatic move away from
the sexy styles aimed at the glamorous “femme fatale”
of the time. Clothes by ready-to-wear retailers such
as The Gap, Banana Republic and Eddie Bauer came
to the forefront of fashion, understanding that
women simply wanted comfortable clothes. Retro
clothing became popular.
In 1921, the Italian fashion house Gucci was created
by Guccio Gucci. The name was orginally known for
luxury leather goods. Under Guccio Gucci’s children,
end of 1960, the label expanded to include a pethora
of products with a Latin glamor. In 1994 the
relatively unknown designer Tom Ford was employed
as a fashion director and the house became endowed
with great prestige. In 1998 Gucci was named
until the 1980s that Miuccia Prada, the niece of the compnay’s “European Company of the year” by the European
founder, began to produce ready-to-wear fashion, before the
Press Federation. In the 1990s the label PRADA
company had sold high-quality shoes. In the US the three most
influential designers of the time were Michael Kors, Marc Jacobs became a true force in the fashion industry. This Milanese company was first established in 1923. It was
and Calvin Clain.
In Italy, Gianni Versace, with his sexy and
colorful designs, and Dolce & Gabbana,
with their superfemenine and fantastical
style, broke away from the serious and
sober-minded fashions that were
dominating the 1990s.
The sports label NIKE had hugh
popularity and materials like Lycra/
Spandex were increasingly used for
sportswear. Designers increased
awareness of animal rights and made
even top couture houses such as Chanel
introducing fake fur and natural fibers
into their collections.

Today, fashion has become even more sustainable. Young designers are re using materials, even searching for
other sustainable alternatives and returning to there it all began, with plants, paper etc. In the most exclusive
shopping mall NK, in the Swedish city Gothenburg, young designers have created garments like Renaissancing
Diagonally by Mikaela Mårtensson, using paper material that is in some contexts considered basic and
unsophicated, however designers and artists often approach the well-known material and explore the
expressional value of paper craft, by Sisse Bjerre. One designer, Märta Wallgren, has investigated alternative
weaving looms to challenge traditional form of weave with focus on up-cycling. A Seat at the Table by Josefine
Neumann represent a nostalgic up cycling through storytelling.
Fashion is here to stay, but in new ways!
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Transanal Hemorrhoidal Dearterialization (THD)
An Effective Minimally Invasive Treatment For Hemorrhoids
Minimal discomfort
Enhanced recovery
Maintained normal bowel
movement

No incision or cut
Less blood loss
Less procedure-related
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